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An integer matrix whose determinant computes the cuspidal class number of the
modular curve X1(m) is obtained. When m is an odd prime, this will provide us
with an upper bound of the class number.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For an arbitrary integer m4, let |a|m denote the absolute value of
the representative of a mod m between &m2 and m2. Let S=[a # Z;
1am2, (a, m)=1] and let g=.(m)2. Let Mm denote the g by g
matrix whose (a, b)-th component (a, b # S) is equal to |a } b|m . This matrix
is introduced in [2], where he proposes an improvement of a method of
computation of the canonical height of rational points on elliptic curves.
There he says, ‘‘..., it also appears that Mm (=our Mm) fails to be invertible
for precisely those m ’s satisfying 4 | m and m16.’’ One of the purposes of
the present article is to show that his guess is indeed the case. Moreover,
we will show that its determinant is expressed in terms of the order of the
cuspidal divisor class group of the modular curve X1(m) (see Theorem 2.1,
3.3). This means in turn that the order can be easily detected from the
determinant of the above matrix whenever 4 | m or 4m<16.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some
notation and definitions which will be used throughout the paper. In
Section 3, we prove the above mentioned formula in case m is odd. Section
4 deals with the case m=2(mod 4). In Section 5, we proceed to deal with
the case m=0(mod 4). The method of the proof of these three sections is
basically a generalization of the proof of [1, Theorem 3.4], where the class
numbers of the cyclotomic fields are expressed in terms of the determinant
of the so-called Demjanenko matrix. Thus another of Silverman’s guesses
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[2, p. 795] that the matrix Mm has some relation to the Demjanenko
matrices is also shown to be correct. In Section 6, as an application of our
results, we obtain an upper bound for the cuspidal class number when m
is an odd prime.
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
In this section we introduce some notation and definitions which will be
used throughout the paper.
For an arbitrary integer m4, let |a|m denote the absolute value of the
representative of a mod m between &m2 and m2. Let
S=[a; 1am2 and (a, m)=1],
S$=[a; m2<a<m and (a, m)=1].
Note that S is a CM-type of the group G=(ZmZ)*, namely a set of
representatives of G modulo the action of [\1]. Let g=.(m)2 and let
Mm denote the g by g matrix whose (a, b)-th component ((a, b) # S_S) is
|a } b|m . A cusp on the modular curve X1(m) is said to be of the first type
if it is lying above the cusp 0 on X0( p) for every prime number p which
divides m. We denote by h01 (m) the order of the quotient group
D01 (m)div F
0
1(m), where
F 01(m)=the group of rational functions whose divisors have support
within those cusps of the first type,
D01(m)=the group of divisors of degree zero whose support lie among
the cusps of the first type.
Further we denote by h1(m) the order of the full cuspidal class group of
X1(m).
3. THE CASE WHEN LEVEL IS ODD
In this section, we formulate our main theorem and give its proof when
m is an odd integer 5.
Theorem 3.1. Let m= pn11 } } } p
nk
k , pi { pj , be the prime decomposition
with pi odd. For any i with 1ik, let
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m$= p1 } } } pk ,
mi=mpnii ,
fi=the multiplicative order of pi in (ZmiZ)*,
ei=.(mi) fi ,
f =the multiplicative order of 2 in (ZmZ)*,
e=.(m) f,
L( pi)={.(mi)( p
ni&1
i &1)&2ni+2,
mp1&2n1+2,
if k2,
if m= pn11 ,
Api (m)={
(1& p fii )
ei
(1& p2i )
,
(1& p2fii )
ei 2
(1& p2i )
,
if fi is even,
if fi is odd
A(m)={
(1&2 f )e
&3
,
(1&4 f )e2
&3
,
if f is even
if f is odd.
Then
|det Mm |=
m.(m)&(&1)k .(m$)
8
}
h01(m)
>1ik ( p
L( pi)
i Api (m))
} A(m).
In particular, the matrix Mm is invertible.
Remark. The number L( pi) arises from the cuspidal class number for-
mula in [4]. But the reader should be aware that there is a minor misprint
in the expression of L( p) on [4, p. 198]. Namely the second line
L( p)={.(Np
n( p))( pn( p)&1&1)&2n( p)&2
pn&1&2n&2
if N is composite.
if N= pn, >4.
should read
L( p)={.(Np
n( p))( pn( p)&1&1)&2n( p)+2
pn&1&2n+2
if N is composite.
if N= pn, >4.
as is seen by tracing his proof of Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 of [4].
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Proof. Let F denote the C-vector space of even C-valued functions on
G:
F=[ f ; f (&a)= f (a) for any a # G].
We consider the following two bases of F:
X1=[/ # Hom(G, C*); /(&1)=1]
(=‘‘the set of even characters of G"),
X2=[$a ; a # S],
where
$a(x)={1, if x=\a,0, otherwise.
We define an operator Ta(a # G) on F by the rule Ta f (x)= f (ax), and let
T=a # S |a| m } Ta=a # S a } Ta . (Note that |a|m=a for a # S.) For k=1, 2,
we consider the matrix Nk of the linear operator T on F with respect to the
basis Xk .
Lemma 3.1.1. The matrix N1 is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal
elements are a # S |a|m /(a) for / # X1 .
Proof of Lemma 3.1.1. This is because
(T/)(x)=\ :a # S Ta/+ (x)= :a # S |a| m /(ax)=\ :a # S |a|m /(a)+ /(x).
Lemma 3.1.2. (N2)(b, c)=|bc&1|m for any (b, c) # S_S.
Proof of Lemma 3.1.2. This is implied by the following computation:
(T$b)(x)=\ :a # S |a| m Ta $b+ (x)= :a # S |a|m $b(ax)=\ :a # S |a|m $a&1 b + (x)
=\ :c # bS&1 |bc
&1|m $c + (x)=\ :c # S |bc
&1|m $c+ (x),
the last equality being valid by the fact that the set bS&1 is also a CM-type
and that | V |, $
*
are even.
Next we compare the determinant of the matrix N2 with that of Mm :
Lemma 3.1.3. |det Mm |=|det N2 |.
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Proof of Lemma 3.1.3. This is because the columns of N2 are obtained
from the permutation _=|1&1| m|2&1|m } } }} } }
a
|a&1|m
} } }
} } }
(m&1)2
|((m&1)2)&1|m
)(a # S) of
the columns of Mm .
Next we compute the sum of the elements in S, which is nothing other
than the sum a # S |a|m /(a) for the trivial character.
Lemma 3.1.4. a # S a=(m.(m)&(&1)k .(m$))8.
Remark. When m= p, an odd prime, the value of the right hand side
is (18)( p( p&1)+( p&1))=(12) g(g+1), which is, of course, the correct
value for the case.
Proof of Lemma 3.1.4. This is proved by a simple application of the
‘‘inclusion-exclusion principle’’ as follows:
:
a # S
a= :
(a, m)=1
1a(m&1)2
a= :
1a(m&1)2
a \ :d | (a, m) +(d )+
(+(V) denotes the Mo bius function)
= :
d | m
+(d ) :
a#0 (mod d )
1a(m&1)2
a
= :
d | m
+(d ) :
1b(md&1)2
bd
= :
d | m
+(d ) d
(md )2&1
8
=
m
8
:
d | m
m+(d )
d
&
1
8
:
d | m
+(d ) d
=
m.(m)
8
&
1
8
‘
p : prime
p | m
(1& p)
=
m.(m)&(&1)k .(m$)
8
.
Hence we obtain the following:
Corollary.
|det Mm |=(m.(m)&(&1)k .(m$))8 } ‘
/ # X1&[1]
:
a # S
|a|m /(a),
where 1 denotes the trivial character of G.
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The next lemma deals with nontrivial even characters:
Lemma 3.1.5. For any nontrivial even character /, we have
:
a # S
|a|m /(a)=
(1&4/(2))
4/(2)m
:
a # S _ S$
a2 /(a).
Proof of Lemma 3.1.5. In order to clarify our argument, we introduce
some notation. Let
Seven=2S=[a; 1am&1, (a, m)=1, and a is even],
Sodd=[a; 1am&1, (a, m)=1, and a is odd.]
Moreover we let
A= :
a # S
/(a), A$= :
a # S$
/(a),
B= :
a # S
a/(a), B$= :
a # S$
a/(a),
C= :
a # S
a2 /(a), C$= :
a # S$
a2 /(a),
C1= :
a # Sodd
a2 /(a), C2= :
a # Seven
a2 /(a),
3= :
a # S _ S$
a2 /(a)=C+C$=C1+C2 .
Since / is nontrivial, we have A+A$=a # G /(a)=0. Moreover, since
A$=a # S /(m&a)=a # S /(a)=A, we see that
A=A$=0. (3.1)
Note that, if a goes through the set S$, then 2a&m moves through the set
Sodd . Hence we can compute the value of C1 as follows:
C1= :
a # S
(2a&m2/(2a&m)
=4 :
a # S$
a2 /(2a)&4m :
a # S$
a/(2a)+m2 :
a # S$
/(2a)
=/(2)(4C$&4mB$+m2 A$)
=/(2)(4C$&4pB$).
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(The last equality comes from (3.1).) Using this, we compute as follows:
3=C1+C2
=/(2)(4C$&4mB)+C2
=/(2)(4C$&4mB)+4/(2) C
=/(2)(4(C+C$)&4mB$)
=/(2)(43&4mB). (3.2)
Note that
B$= :
a # S
(m&a) /(m&a)=mA&B=&B. (3.3)
Therefore it follows from (3.2) that
B=&B$=
(1&4/(2)) 3
4/(2) m
.
Since B=a # S a/(a)=a # S |a|m /(a), this implies the assertion of
Lemma 3.1.5.
The conclusion of the above lemma can be rephrased in terms of the
character sum B2, /=m a # S B2(am) /(a) associated to the second
Bernoulli polynomial B2(X)=X 2&X+16. (Note that this has the
invariance property B2(1&X)=B2(X ).)
Lemma 3.1.6. a # S |a| m /(a)=[(1&4/(2))2/(2)] B2, / .
Proof of Lemma 3.1.6. This follows from Lemma 3.1.5. and the
following computation:
B2, /=
m
2
:
a # S _ S$
B2 \ am+ /(a)
=
1
2m
((C+C$)&m(B+B$)+
m2
6
(A+A$))
=
1
2m
3.
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Recall the following cuspidal
class number formula proved in [4]:
h01(m)= ‘
p | m
pL( p) ‘
/ # X1&[1]
{ 12 B2, / ‘p | m (1& p
2 /f ( p))= . (3.4)
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(Here /f denotes the primitive character associated with /.) Note that, if we
put Gi=(Zmi Z)* and denote by Hi the set of even characters of Gi for
any i with 1ik, then we have
‘
/ # X1&[1]
(1& p2i /f ( pi))= ‘
/ # Hi&[1]
(1& p2i /( pi)).
Here we need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1.7. (1) >/ # X1&[1] (1&4/(2))=A(m).
(2) >/ # X1&[1] (1& p
2 /f ( p))=Ap(m).
Proof of Lemma 3.1.7. If we denote a primitive n-th root of unity by ‘n ,
then the values of even characters at 2 are given by the following:
‘kf2 , k=1, ..., g=e }
f
2
, if f is even,
‘2kf , k=1, ..., g=
e
2
} f, if f is odd.
Hence we have the following equality:
‘
/ # X1&[1]
(1&/(2)X )={
(1&X f2)e
1&X
, if f is even,
(1&X f )e2
1&X
, if f is odd.
Letting X=4, we obtain the assertion (1). The formula (2) can be proved
similarly.
Combining the above lemmas, we finally arrive at the following:
|det Mm |=
m.(m)&(&1)k .(m$)
8
} ‘
/ # X1&[1]
:
a # S
|a|m /(a)
(by Lemma 3.1.1, 3.1.3, and 3.1.4)
=
m.(m)&(&1)k .(m$)
8
} \ ‘/ # X1&[1]
B2, /
2 + } \ ‘/ # X1&[1]
1&4/(2)
/(2) +
(by Lemma 3.1.6)
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=
m.(m)&(&1)k .(m$)
8
}
h01(m)
>p | m p
L( p) >/ # X1&[1] >p | m (1& p
2/f ( p))
} A(m)
(by (3.4) and Lemma 3.1.7(1))
=
m.(m)&(&1)k .(m$)
8
}
h01(m)
>1ik ( p
L( pi)
i Api (m))
} A(m).
(The last equality comes from Lemma 3.1.7(2).) This completes the proof
of Theorem 3.1.
Corollary. When m= p is an odd prime 5, the cuspidal class number
h01( p) is given by the following formula:
h01( p)=
8p |det Mp |
( p2&1) |A( p)|
.
Remark. It follows from [3, Theorem 4.1] that the order h1( p) of the
full cuspidal class group of X1( p) is given by the formula
h1( p)=\ 8p |det Mp |( p2&1) |A( p)|+
2
.
4. THE CASE WHEN m#2 (mod 4)
Let m=2pn11 } } } p
nk
k be the prime decomposition of m with distinct odd
primes pi (1ik). Let m0=m2. Since the natural projection ?: ZmZ 
Zm0Z induces an isomorphism (ZmZ)*  (Zm0 Z)*, their character
groups are isomorphic under this induced map. Let
S=[a; 1am0 , (a, m)=1],
T=[a; 1am0 , (a, m0)=1].
Then S is the set of odd numbers in T. Let
S0=[a; 1am0 2, (a, m0)=1],
S$0=T&S0=[a; m0 2am0 , (a, m0)=1],
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and, for any even nontrivial character / of (ZmZ)* (which is identified
with such a character of (Zm0Z)* by the above map ?), let
B1= :
a # S
a/(a).
Then, as is done in the proof of Lemma 3.1.5, we can compute as follows:
B1= :
a # S$0
(2a&m0) /(2a&m0)
=2/(2) :
a # S$0
a/(a)&m0 /(2) :
a # S$0
/(a)
=&2/(2) :
a # S0
a/(a)
=&2/(2) :
a # S0
|a| m0 /(a).
Hence, by Lemma 3.1.6 we obtain the assertion of the following:
Lemma 4.1. For any even nontrivial character / of (ZmZ)*, we have
a # S |a| m /(a)=(4/(2)&1) B2, / .
Lemma 3.1.4 corresponds to the following:
Lemma 4.2. a # S a=(m.(m)&2 } (&1)k+1 .(m$))8.
Proof. The left hand side is computed as follows:
:
a # S
a= :
a # S$0
(2a&m0)=2 :
a # S$0
a&m0 }
.(m0)
2
=2 :
a # S0
(m0&a)&m0 }
.(m0)
2
=m0 }
.(m0)
2
&2 :
a # S0
a
=m0 }
.(m0)
2
&2
m0.(m0)&(&1)k .(m$0)
8
(the last equality comes from Lemma 3.1.4 for m=m0)
=
m.(m)&2 } (&1)(k+1 .(m$)
8
.
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As for the cuspidal class number formula (3.4), note that L(2)=&4. Hence
it becomes as follows:
h01 (m)=
1
16
‘
p | m0
pL( p) ‘
/ # X1&[1]
{12 B2, /(1&4/(2)) ‘p | m0 (1& p
2/f ( p))= .
Using these lemmas, and reasoning similarly as in Section 3, we obtain the
following:
Theorem 4.3. Notation being as in Theorem 4.1, let f0 denote the order
of 2 in the group (Zm0Z)*, and let e0=.(m0) f0 . Let
A2(m)={
(1&2 f0)e0
&3
,
(1&4 f0)e0 2
&3
,
if f0 is even,
if f0 is odd.
Then we have
|det Mm |=2(m.(m)&2(&1)k+1 .(m$)) }
h01 (m)
>p | m0 ( p
L( p) Ap (m))
.
In particular the matrix Mm is invertible.
5. THE CASE WHEN m#0 (mod 4)
In this section we deal with the case m#0 (mod 4).
Theorem 5.1. If m#0 (mod 4), then the matrix Mm is not invertible
unless m=4, 8, 12.
Proof. Let m16. It suffices to show that there exists an even character
/ of the group (ZmZ)* such that a # S |a|m /(a)=0. Let m=2n0 m0 with
m0 odd.
Case 1. m05:
Since (ZmZ)*$(Z2n0Z)*_(Zm0 Z)*, every character of this group
has the form /1/2 with /i (i=1, 2) a character of the i-th factor. Let / be
the product of the trivial character of (Z2n0 Z)* and an arbitrary nontrivial
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even character . (Note that there exists at least one such character since
m05.) Further let
S0=[a; 1am0 , (a, 2m0)=1].
S1=[a; 1a2m0 , (a, 2m0)=1].
Then
:
a # S
|a| m /(a)= :
a # S
|a|m (a mod m0)
=2n0&2 :
a # S1
|a| m (a mod m0).
Note that the set [a; m0+1a2m0 , (a, 2m0)=1] is mapped bijectively
onto the set [a; ; 1am0 , (a, m0)=1]&S0 by the mod m0 reduction
map. Hence the rightmost side of the above equalities is equal to 2n0&2_
1am0(a, m0)=1 a(a), which is zero by (3.3).
Case 2. m=2n0, n04.
In this case, we have (ZmZ)*$(&1)_(5) $(Z2Z)_(Z2n0&2Z).
Since n04, there exists at least one nontrivial even character of the
second factor Z2n0&2Z. Hence we can prove the assertion of the theorem
by a similar argument to the one in Case 1.
Case 3. m=2n0 } 3, n03.
In this case, we have (ZmZ)*$(Z2Z)_(Z2n0&2Z)_(Z3Z)*. Since
n03, there exists at least one nontrivial even character of the product of
the last two factors. (Note that we are saying a character is even in the
sense that it is even with respect to the multiplication of the image of &1
in the corresponding factor(s).) Hence a similar proof to the one in Case
1 works well.
Case 4. m0=4, 8, 12.
In these cases, we have only to compute det Mm directly as follows:
det M4=|1|=1,
det M8= } 1 33 1 }=&8,
det M12= } 1 55 1 }=&24,
hence these are invertible. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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6. AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE CUSPIDAL CLASS NUMBER
As an application of Theorem 3.1, we obtain an upper bound of the
cuspidal class number h1( p) of X1( p), when p is an odd prime 5:
Theorem 6.1. h1( p)<p(3p+1)2(22p&8 } 3( p&3)2).
Proof. Recall that the equality h1( p)=h01( p)
2 holds by [3, Theorem
4.1]. Therefore it follows from Corollary to Theorem 3.1 that
h1( p)=\ 8p det Mp( p2&1) A( p)+
2
.
Note that, since the set S=[1, 2, ..., g] (g=( p&1)2) is a CM-type for the
group (ZpZ)*, every columns of the matrix Mp consists of g numbers
1, 2, ..., g. Hence it follows from Hadamard’s inequality that
(det Mp)2\g(g+1)(2g+1)6 +
g
=
p( p&1)2 ( p2&1)( p&1)2
24( p&1)2
.
Furthermore, it follows from the definition of the number A( p) that
|A( p)|=
(2 f&1)e
3
=
(2 f &1+2 f &2+ } } } 1)e
3

2( f &1)e
3
=
2 p&1&e
3
, when f is even,
|A( p)|=
(4 f&1)e2
3
=
(4 f &1+4 f &2+ } } } +1)e2 } 3e2
3

2 p&1&e } 3e2
3
, when f is odd.
Therefore we have
h1( p)
64p2 } p( p&1)2 } ( p2&1)( p&1)2
24( p&1)2 } 2 p&1&e3
=
p( p+3)2 } ( p2&1)( p&1)2
2(5p&17)2&e } 3( p&3)2
<
p(3p+1)2
22p&8 } 3( p&3)2
.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
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